
Microsoft Excel

## What Microsoft Excel Does

Microsoft Excel for iOS is a spreadsheet app and data analysis tool that allows you to be more

productive on the go. With this app, you can easily make calculations using data functions, input

data and create graphs and charts, as well as manage any kind of numerically based work like

accounting directly from your phone. Anyone who manages or analyzes data on a regular basis

can find value in the Microsoft Excel for iOS app, which helps to make these tasks easier with a

rich feature set that streamlines work with spreadsheets. Whether you want to track your monthly

budget or find out how your company’s sales department is doing. The Microsoft Excel app makes

it simple review data, edit or comment on existing documents and share documents easily

between multiple users. With plenty of pre-set templates, the Microsoft Excel app does a lot of the

work for you and helps make working with numbers a piece of cake.

## Key Functions

Key functions of the feature-rich Microsoft Excel for iOS app include a unique option for

annotation: drawing or writing on the spreadsheet using your touch-sensitive device. Just write

directly on the spreadsheet and the file will save your notes for later. The app features

spreadsheet templates and calculators that will help you do everything from determine your tax

burden to find your rate of weight loss. Filtering and sorting functions help you to evaluate large

amounts of information without a struggle. Input data and transform it into pie charts and graphs

for simple sharing of information. You can also create and duplicate pages within spreadsheets,

as well as share spreadsheets with collaborators and set permissions for editing and viewing.  ##

Review

Microsoft Excel for iOS is a very strong app for data analysis, spreadsheets and dealing with

significant amounts of data. Whether you want to review or sort data, or turn it into an easily

readable graph, this app manages to make collaboration on spreadsheets easy for people on the

go. Overall, the Microsoft for Excel iOS app does work well and fulfills expectations, as you would

probably expect to be the case from a robust tool like a Microsoft productivity product. The app

does what it is supposed to do, and users seem generally satisfied, though there are some minor

drawbacks. Despite its drawbacks, this is probably the most powerful spreadsheet app in the

Apple Store.

Advantages / Disadvantages



Benefits of Microsoft Excel for iOS makes

collaborating on spreadsheets easy, enables

data analysis from your mobile device and can

handle large amount of information easily from

a stable Wi-Fi connection. 

Like most productivity tools that originated for

use on a computer screen, the number of

features in this app can make it hard to

navigate on a small phone screen. This app

sometimes has trouble getting larger

spreadsheets to open when you do not have

access to Wi-Fi and occasionally glitches when

working on bigger datasets. 


